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Thirteen pump-probe resonances of the sodiumD1 line

Vincent Wong,* Robert W. Boyd, C. R. Stroud, Jr., Ryan S. Bennink, and Alberto M. Marino
The Institute of Optics, University of Rochester, Rochester, New York 14627, USA

~Received 19 March 2003; published 8 July 2003!

We present the results of a pump-probe laser spectroscopic investigation of the Doppler-broadened sodium
D1 resonance line. We find 13 resonances in the resulting spectra. These observations are well described by the
numerical predictions of a four-level atomic model of the hyperfine structure of the sodiumD1 line. We also
find that many, but not all, of these features can be understood in terms of processes originating in a two-level
or three-level subset of the full four-level model. The processes we observed include forward near-degenerate
four-wave mixing and saturation in a two-level system, difference-frequency crossing and nondegenerate
four-wave mixing in a three-levelV system, electromagnetically induced transparency and optical pumping in
a three-level lambda system, cross-transition resonance in a four-level double-lambda system, and conventional
optical pumping. Most of these processes lead to sub-Doppler or even subnatural linewidths. The dependence
of these resonances on the pump intensity and pump detuning from atomic resonance are also studied.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.68.012502 PACS number~s!: 32.30.Jc, 33.40.1f, 42.50.Gy, 32.80.Bx
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sodium has played a major role in the development
optical spectroscopy. The resonance line of sodium has b
used as a spectroscopic standard because it has a strong
sition in the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectru
The energy-level structure of sodium@1,2# is well known and
many nonlinear spectroscopic studies@3–5# have also been
performed in sodium.

Historically, sodium has been the medium of choice
verifying new predictions in nonlinear and quantum opti
Optical bistability@6#, resonance fluorescence in the prese
of a strong driving field@7#, coherent population trapping@8#,
and squeezed light@9# were first observed in sodium. Sodiu
was also the first atomic system in which various collisio
induced processes@10,11# were observed. Other multiphoto
resonances were also studied in sodium; they include Ra
processes@12#, various types of four-wave-mixing process
@13,14#, electromagnetically induced transparency~EIT!
@15,16#, and lasing without inversion@17,18#.

These processes are normally studied individually in
pure N-level structure, for example, EIT in a three-lev
lambda (L) system without additional adjacent levels. W
show here that in the four-level hyperfine structure of theD1
line of atomic sodium, many different nonlinear process
coexist and are still easily resolvable even though some
these resonances are of subnatural linewidths. The pres
of these extremely narrow resonances holds great import
for many applications in optical metrology and the creat
of frequency standards of higher precision. Each of the
perimentally observed resonances can be explained by
sidering some subset of the four levels. Fultonet al. @19#
have seen some of these resonances between hyperfine
from differentD lines of rubidium.

In this paper, we describe the dependence of the obse
resonances on the pump intensity and detuning from ato
resonance, and a numerical model based on the four-l
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hyperfine structure is used to interpret the observations
subset of the four-level system is used to explain each of
resonances. The Zeeman sublevels are also discussed.

II. EXPERIMENT

We performed a pump-probe experiment with an atom
sodium vapor cell, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The fixe
frequency pump field (vpu) is produced by a Coherent 69
continuous wave dye laser and a weaker frequency-scan
probe field (vpr) is produced by another identical dye lase
A Burleigh WA4500 wavemeter monitors the wavelengths
the fields. The pump and probe fields are collimated,
propagating, collinear, and are linearly and orthogonally
larized. Transit time effects1 are reduced through our use of
pump spot size larger than that of the probe. We achieve
larger spot size by passing the pump field through a te
scopic beam expander. The vapor cell is pumped down
1027 torr and no buffer gas is introduced. The cell is th
heated to 152°C creating a number density of 1
31011 atoms/cm3 with a minimum transmittance of 25% fo
the probe field in the absence of the pump field. After pa
ing through the cell, the probe is separated from the pump
a polarizing beam splitter and fed to a photodiode.

Curve ~a! of Fig. 2 shows the experimental probe tran
mission spectrum in the absence of the pump field and
included as a reference. Curve~b! is the probe transmission
for comparable pump (9.7 mW/cm2) and probe intensities
(1.3 mW/cm2). Curve ~c! is the probe transmission in th
presence of a saturating pump field (525 mW/cm2). Each of
the resonances can be explained in terms of a simplified l
structure denoted on the top, and the subsystems in which
processes occur are shown on the right-side of Fig. 2.

The sodiumD1 line ~589 nm! comprises transitions be
tween either of the two hyperfine ground levels~1772 MHz
apart! and either of the two hyperfine excited levels~189

1Transit time effects can be included as an incoherent depha
contribution to the Raman transition.
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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MHz apart! @1#. The pump field is tuned to connect the mi
point of the upper levels to the midpoint of the lower leve
The D1 line is Doppler-broadened and is not a pure tw
level system, thus the saturation intensity is larger than
for a simple two-level transition.

The two broad transmission dips~labeledS) 1.772 GHz
apart result from the single-photon Doppler-broadened tr
sitions between the hyperfine ground levels and the exc
levels. These dips have a full-width-at-half-maximu
~FWHM! linewidth of 1.5 GHz. The hyperfine excited level
however, cannot be resolved with a single field because
Doppler broadening. The central transmission peak~T! is a
consequence of forward near-degenerate four-wave mi
and saturation in a two-level system. The inner pair of sp
tral features~V! is a result of saturation and nondegener
four-wave mixing in aV system. The outer pair of transmis
sion peaks (LP), which is most visible in curve~c! of Fig.
2, results from EIT in aL system. The broader transmissio
dip (LD) and the pair of satellite dips (LL) around the EIT
peak in curve~b! result from optical pumping. The satellit
dips are present only in a double-L system.

Because of Doppler broadening of the transition f
quency, both the pump and probe fields can excite all of
transitions in the four-level structure. Consequently, e
feature except the central peak appears twice, once on e
side of the pump frequency. For a given applied field inte

FIG. 1. Physical layout of the pump-probe experiment.
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sity and frequency, the Rabi frequency~due to different di-
pole strength@2,20#! and the detuning of that field is slightl
different for each transition. On the other hand, the particu
geometry of the experiment results in an almost comp
cancellation of Doppler broadening for the multiphoton tra
sitions. Residual Doppler broadening need only be taken
account when the width of the resonance is very narrow
addition to this particular geometry, the frequencies of
fields are comparable, therefore phase matching is achie
for the wave-mixing processes.

Two intensity regimes are studied in the experime
When the pump field is only weakly saturating, all 13 res
nances are visible. If the pump intensity is larger than tha
the probe field, many of the features wash out and conv
tional optical pumping is significant. Conventional optic

FIG. 2. Probe transmission vs pump-probe detuning for vari
pump intensities:~a! no pump, ~b! weakly saturating pump,
9.7 mW/cm2, and ~c! saturating pump, 525 mW/cm2. The probe
intensity is 1.3 mW/cm2 for all cases. The resonances are labe
on the top and the subsystems, where the resonances occu
shown on the right. The spectra in this figure and subsequent
are displaced vertically for visual clarity.
FIG. 3. Probe transmission vs probe detuning for various pump detunings from atomic resonance with~a! a weakly saturating and~b! a
saturating pump. The arrow designates the pump frequency in each case.
2-2
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THIRTEEN PUMP-PROBE RESONANCES OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 68, 012502 ~2003!
pumping~to the other hyperfine ground level! effectively re-
duces population in the subsystem under analysis. Wi
each regime, power broadening does not modify the feat
significantly.

As the pump frequency is tuned across the Doppler p
file, conventional optical pumping that transfers populat
from one ground level to the other is evident from the top
the bottom spectra of Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. When the pump
field is tuned closer to one of the V~or double-L) sub-
systems, the contributions to the red-detuned and the b
detuned peaks~dips! are different. The robustness of the E
signal is clearly seen, as the peak still persists even whe
the wings of the Doppler profile. The best condition for o
serving the two-level andV subsystem resonances occu
when the pump field is tuned between the two hyperfi
ground levels~middle spectrum of Fig. 3!.

III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

A. Four-level system

We model the hyperfine structure of sodium with the fo
level system shown in Fig. 4, to interpret our experimen
results. The density matrix equations of motion for this s
tem are given by

r̃̇nn52
i

\ (
k

~Ṽnkr̃kn2 r̃nkṼkn!1(
l .n

gnlr̃ l l 2(
l ,n

g lnr̃nn ,

~1!

r̃̇nm52
i

\ (
k

~H0,nkr̃km2 r̃nkH0,km!

2
i

\ (
k

~Ṽnkr̃km2 r̃nkṼkm!

2
1

2 S (
l ,n

g ln1 (
l ,m

g lmD r̃nm2gnm
collr̃nm , ~2!

wheren, m, k, and l correspond toa, b, c, or d. The inter-
action Hamiltonian (Ṽ) comprises four pairs~pumpẼpu and
probeẼpr) of fields corresponding to each of the four tran
tions, and is represented by

FIG. 4. Energy level diagram of the four-level model.
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Ṽda5\Ṽ152mdaẼ, ~3a!

Ṽdb5\Ṽ252mdbẼ, ~3b!

Ṽca5\Ṽ352mcaẼ, ~3c!

Ṽcb5\Ṽ452mcbẼ, ~3d!

where

Ẽ5~Epue
2 ivput1Epre

2 ivprt!. ~4!

The decay rates between hyperfine excited levels (gcd and
gdc) and between hyperfine ground levels (gab andgba) are
nonradiative and much smaller than the spontaneous e
sion rates of the optical transitions (gad , gbd , gac , and
gbc). Consistent with our experimental condition of low s
dium density and no buffer gas, we ignore collisional broa
ening (gnm

coll) in our theoretical model~see the Appendix for
the complete equations of motion!.

A rotating-frame transformation followed by a Fourie
analysis of each off-diagonal density matrix element of
terest is performed as in Ref.@21# for the numerical simula-
tion. The atomic response of the probe field is calculated
first order, while the response of the pump field is calcula
exactly. The density matrix element obtained for a sin
atom is averaged over a Maxwellian profile to take Dopp
broadening into account.

Each hyperfine level consists of multiple Zeeman ma
netic sublevels. Since stray magnetic fields are neglig
under our experimental conditions, these sublevels are ne
degenerate. A brief discussion on the effects of stray m
netic fields is presented in Sec. IV. By using orthogonal l
ear polarizations for the fields, the effect of optical pumpi
into other Zeeman sublevels is minimized@2#. Therefore, the
Zeeman sublevels are ignored in the model. Pump deple
effects and intensity variations across the beams are also
glected in the present theoretical analysis. The other par
eters used in the numerical simulation correspond to thos
the experimental setup.

We next describe each resonance using a simpli
elementary-system model. We also compare the nume
spectra with the experimental ones.

B. Forward near-degenerate four-wave mixing and saturation
in a two-level subsystem

The central degenerate transmission peak labeledT in Fig.
5 consists of two features: a 2-MHz FWHM subnatur
linewidth peak superposed on a broader 45-MHz-wide f
ture. The narrower peak can be understood as a forward n
degenerate four-wave-mixing~FDFWM! process in an open
two-level subsystem, as depicted in Fig. 6. An idler photon
generated with the absorption of two pump photons and
emission of one probe photon.

This peak appears only if there is an additional dephas
or a decay~for example, to an external reservoir as in
open system! @22#. In the presence of additional decay path
narrowing of the resonance below the natural linewidth
2-3
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WONG et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 68, 012502 ~2003!
curs only if the additional decay rate for the excited leve
larger than the additional decay rate of the ground level
our experiment, decays to the other hyperfine ground le
ub& provide the additional decay channels. The additio
excited level decay is governed by spontaneous emiss
which is larger than that of the ground level. This satisfi
the requirement for resonance narrowing (gc.ga).

The width of this feature depends on the decay rate of
ground level out of the two-level subsystem (ga). Processes
contributing to this width are thermal redistribution, the re
tive dephasing rate between the two lasers, residual Dop
broadening, and diffusion of atoms into and out of the int
action region. In the present experiment, transit time effe
are the dominant contribution of this linewidth.

The idler field is of the same polarization as the pro
field and both fields are polarized orthogonally to the pu
field. As such, the detector measures both the probe and
fields.

FIG. 5. Resonances associated with the two-level and th
level V subsystems for the case of comparable pump and p
intensities. The theoretical spectrum does not include the idler fi
of either the two-level FDFWM process or the three-level NDFW
process.

FIG. 6. Four-wave mixing in an open two-level subsystem. Ea
of the two levels has a small decay rate (g i) out of the two-level
subsystem and a small repopulation rate (l i). D is the pump detun-
ing andd is the pump-prove detuning.
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The broader peak is a consequence of saturation i
Doppler-broadened medium. The width is power broade
to a few times the radiative linewidth (1/T1).

C. Difference-frequency crossing and nondegenerate four-wave
mixing in a V subsystem

The pair of 45-MHz-wide transmission peaks labeledV in
Fig. 5, 189 MHz away from the central peak, occurs a
result of saturation and four-wave mixing in aV subsystem.
This effect occurs when the frequency difference of t
pump and probe fields matches the frequency separatio
the excited levels.

With the help of Fig. 7 we may understand the saturat
effect, which is a difference-frequency crossing~DFC! reso-
nance, as follows. The probe attenuation is a product of
factors: the absorption cross section and the population
ground levelua&. The absorption cross section depends
the probe field’s detuning in the usual way, peaking when
probe field is resonant with theua&→uc& transition. The
pump field saturates the system when it is resonant with
ua&→ud& transition. This causes the ground-level populati
to be partially depleted@as illustrated by the size of the circl
in each level in Fig. 7~a!#. In a Doppler-broadened medium
each factor is resonant for some velocity subgroup of ato
If uvpr2vpuu5vdc , then the resonance in the ground-lev
depletion occurs for the velocity subgroup that has the la
est absorption cross section. This double resonance m
the dominant contribution to the probe absorption, as see
Fig. 7~b!, and the transmission is increased. But ifuvpr
2vpuuÞvdc , the resonance of the ground-level depleti

e-
be
ld

h

FIG. 7. Difference-frequency crossing resonance in aV sub-
system.~a! Energy level diagrams showing theV subsystem. The
left ~right!-side diagram is in the absence~presence! of the pump
field. The population in the level is denoted by the size of the circ
~b! Resulting absorption dip for a red-detuned probe.d is the pump-
probe detuning anda is the probe absorption in the presence of t
pump field for a particular velocity subgroup of atoms@Eq. ~6!#.
2-4
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occurs for a velocity subgroup that has a low absorpt
cross section, and the impact of ground-level depletion
the absorption is negligible.

This feature can be understood mathematically as

a~vpr2vpu2vdc!5E Ns~vpr2vca2kv !

3raa~vpu2vda2kv !g~kv !d~kv !,

~5!

wherea is the probe absorption in the presence of the pu
field, N is the number of atoms,s is the absorption cros
section,raa is the population of ground levelua&, andg is
the Maxwellian Doppler profile. For simplicity the fields a
assumed to be tuned close to resonance, so that only s
values ofkv are relevant, andg(kv) can be ignored. It has
been shown in Ref.@23# that as long asud2vdcu!kv, where
d5vpr2vpu is the pump-probe detuning, the fields can
detuned appreciably from their individual transitions~Dop-
pler half width! without affecting the size of the nonlinea
polarization. Equation~5! can then be written as a convolu
tion function

a~D8!5NE s~D81D!raa~D!dD, ~6!

whereD85d2vdc andD5vpu2vda2kv.
When the probe field is blue detuned from the pump fi

~pump on theua&→uc& transition, and probe on theua&
→ud& transition!, the other absorption dip~at 1189 MHz) is
obtained. The linewidth of the resonance is the sum of th
of the two functions (s andraa) in the integral. In the lim-
iting case of only radiative broadening, boths and raa are
Lorentzians with a linewidth of 10 MHz. The linewidth o
the DFC resonance will, therefore, be 20 MHz. The Lore
zians are replaced with their power-broadened versions
larger field intensities.

This DFC resonance is the nondegenerate~in laser fre-
quency!, copropagating analog of the crossover resona
studied in Ref.@24#. Our analysis is similar to that of Schlo
ssberg and Javan@23# @see Eq.~21! for traveling waves#, and
Feld and Javan in their section on aV system@see Eq.~54! of
Ref. @25##.

However, the process of DFC does not account co
pletely for these transmission peaks. The experimental cu
of Fig. 5 shows one of theV subsystem peaks being strong
than the~broad! saturation peak of the two-level subsyste
For each hyperfine ground level, the two-level saturat
process can couple to two velocity subgroups, one for e
transition to an excited hyperfine level. The DFC proce
however, is resonant with only one velocity subgroup. The
fore, the DFC peak will never be larger than the two-lev
saturation peak regardless of where the pump field is tun

Nondegenerate four-wave mixing~NDFWM! in the V
subsystem makes the other contribution. The doubly reso
(d5vdc) idler field peaks when the pump-probe detuni
matches the frequency separation of the excited levels
shown in Fig. 8. As with the FDFWM case in the two-lev
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subsystem, the detector measures both the probe and
idler fields. But unlike the FDFWM peak, there are no lin
narrowing effects and the width of the resonance is of
order of the homogeneous linewidth that power broadens
lesser extent than the DFC feature. When the pump inten
is increased the resonance due to DFC washes out part
leaving mainly the NDFWM contribution.

D. Electromagnetically induced transparency and optical
pumping in a L subsystem

The most striking manifestation of EIT@26# is the dark
state in aL system, which is illustrated in Fig. 9~a!. When
two fields are tuned to a Raman resonance a coherent su
position of the ground states, called a dark state@27#, is cre-
ated. This dark state is decoupled from the excited state
sulting in transparency for both fields. The dark state and
orthogonal bright state are given, respectively, by@28#

uD&5
Vpr

V8
ua&2

Vpu

V8
ub&, ~7!

FIG. 8. Four-wave mixing in theV subsystem. The idler peak
when the pump-probe detuningd matches the excited levels’ fre
quency separationDdc .

FIG. 9. EIT in aL subsystem.~a! Energy level diagram. Also
shown are the theoretical probe absorption spectra with~b! a
weakly saturating and~c! a saturating pump field. The broad en
hanced absorption feature occurs due to optical pumping. Note
the absorption~Im x (1)) is increasing downwards.
2-5
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uB&5
Vpr

V8
ua&1

Vpu

V8
ub&, ~8!

whereV85AVpu
2 1Vpr

2 andVpu (Vpr) is the Rabi frequency
of the pump~probe! field. This transparency results from
destructive interference between the two pathways to the
cited state. The linewidth of the EIT feature is dependent
the decoherence rate between the two ground states, an
on the decay rate of the radiative transitions, which can
much larger. This decoherence rate is affected by the s
factors that determine the decay rate of the lower level ou
the two-level subsystem described earlier. The decay rat
the dark state in aL system is, therefore, smaller than that
the corresponding states in a cascade orV system.

Even though there are two close-lying excited levels
the hyperfine structure, it has been shown that the extra
resonant level only slightly perturbs the EIT system a
modifies only the phase of each field component@29#. By
tuning to the center of gravity of the set of hyperfine lev
that constitute one of the levels of theL system, EIT can be
achieved just as in a pure three-levelL system@30#. EIT has
also been observed using circularly polarized fields to cou
particular Zeeman sublevels@31#.

The EIT feature is illustrated in Figs. 9~b! and 9~c!. If the
intensity of the pump field is comparable to that of the pro
field, a 45-MHz-wide broad absorption feature centered
the 2-MHz-wide EIT transmission peak is present~see also
Fig. 10!. When the pump intensity is increased, the bro
transmission dip washes out. This dip has a similar origin
the resonance described in the following section.

E. Cross-transition resonance in a double-L system

In Fig. 10, we see a pair of 45-MHz-wide satellite tran
mission dips symmetrically displaced by 189 MHz from t
central EIT feature. These two transmission dips as wel
the broad dip centered on the EIT feature are inverted D
resonances caused by optical pumping in addition to sat

FIG. 10. Resonances associated with theL and doubleL sub-
systems for the case of comparable pump and probe intensitie
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tion. For distinction, we shall refer to the satellite pair
cross-transition resonances, that occur only in a doublL
system. Unlike the usual double-L system analyses that in
clude at least three fields, here there are only two, and
transitions they couple do not share a common initial or fi
level, as illustrated in Fig. 11~a!.

As in Sec. III C, the pump field is taken to be tuned to t
ua&→ud& transition but now the probe field is tuned to th
ub&→uc& transition. EIT does not occur because the fields
resonant~for a particular velocity subgroup of atoms! with
different excited levels. For this velocity subgroup, the pum
field drives population to the excited state, which can de
spontaneously to the other ground level (ub&). Since the
probe field is weaker, the population accumulates in le
ub&, thereby increasing the population difference (rbb
2rcc) of the probe transition or equivalently the probe a
sorption. The absorption peak shown in Fig. 11~b! is ob-
tained at the pump-probe detuning of the frequency diff
ence between the two transitions,2(17721189) MHz. The
other three cross-transition resonances are obtained in
same fashion.

Similar to the DFC resonance, the width of the cros
transition resonance is also the sum of the widths of the
relevant functions: the absorption cross sections and the
population of levelub&, rbb . Optical pumping lowers the
saturation intensity@5# of the cross-transition resonances
well as the broad dip centered on the EIT feature. Theref
these resonances wash out much more quickly than the D
resonances with increasing pump intensity, as can be see
the bottom curve of Fig. 2.

IV. DISCUSSION

Even weak magnetic fields can sometimes lead to su
but important effects@32,33#. In the current experiment the

FIG. 11. Cross-transition resonance in a double-L system.~a!
Energy level diagram showing population~denoted by the size o
the circle! being pumped from ground levelua& to ground levelub&
through spontaneous emission.~b! Enhanced probe absorption i
the presence of the pump field~as described in the text!.
2-6
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influence of weak stray magnetic fields has been ignored
to this point, but it can manifest itself in two ways:~1! opti-
cal pumping or other coherence effects between any of th
Zeeman sublevels can modify the strength of the features~2!
the subnatural-linewidth features are broadened.

A narrow resonance can be obtained from coherence
tween the Zeeman sublevels in a degenerate two-level
tem as analyzed by Lezama, see Eq.~20! of Ref. @34#. EIT in
a L system formed between the Zeeman sublevels in
same hyperfine level can enhance the FDFWM peak, wh
is not included in the theoretical spectrum of Fig. 5. On
other hand, when the pump field is connecting theF52
→F51 transition and the probe connecting theF52→F
52 transition, residual absorption can occur because of
tical pumping effects into the extreme Zeeman sublev
(mF562) that do not form aV system. Stray magneti
fields will broaden the subnatural-linewidth features of F
FWM and EIT ~experimental curve of Figs. 5 and 10! be-
cause the Zeeman sublevels are not exactly degenerate
more. Background absorption countering EIT occurs wh
the fields are coupled in an off-Raman-resonance manne

Most of the features observed in this study involve stro
modification of the atomic properties. Nonetheless, to
order of magnitude, we can describe the strength of the
feature in terms of ann2 or x (3) response. We describe th
change in absorption asDa52Dn9v/c, whereDn9 is the
change in the imaginary part of the refractive index. Us
the definitionDn5n2I , and the observation@see Fig. 2~c!#
that the absorption changes by approximately 20% fr
the typical value of 0.14 cm21 in the presence of a pum
field of intensity 10 mW/cm2, we find that Imn251.1
31023 cm2/W or that Imx (3)52.831022 esu. The nonlin-
ear response per atomg (3) is x (3)/N where N
51011 atoms/cm3. The imaginary part of the response
Im g (3)52.8310213 esu. By comparison, the measur
nonlinear response in a Bose-Einstein condensate@35#, with
the inclusion of an additional Stark shift, is Imn2
50.18 cm2/W, Im x (3)54.5 esu, and Im g (3)55.6
310214 esu.

V. CONCLUSION

Multiple resonances are observed on the Dopp
broadenedD1 line of atomic sodium in a pump-probe spe
troscopic experiment. Each of these resonances can be
plained in terms of simple physical processes involving
four-level atomic system or a subset of this system. Th
resonances arise from various saturation effects~with sub-
Doppler linewidth! and various atomic coherence effec
~with subnatural linewidth!. It should be pointed out tha
many of the narrow spectral features described in the pre
and other papers are basically the consequence of some
of optical pumping@36,37#. The dependence of these res
nances on the pump intensity and detuning from atomic re
nance is also studied. The Zeeman sublevels are foun
enhance one transmission peak while contributing to
background absorption and diminishing of other peaks.
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APPENDIX

The density matrix equations of motion for the four-lev
double-L system, as shown in Fig. 4, are explicitly written

ṙ̃dd52
i

\
~Ṽdar̃ad2 r̃daṼad1Ṽdbr̃bd2 r̃dbṼbd!

2~gad1gbd1gcd!r̃dd1gdcr̃cc , ~A1!

ṙ̃cc52
i

\
~Ṽcar̃ac2 r̃caṼac1Ṽcbr̃bc2 r̃cbṼbc!

1gcdr̃dd2~gac1gbc1gdc!r̃cc , ~A2!

ṙ̃bb52
i

\
~Ṽbdr̃db2 r̃bdṼdb1Ṽbcr̃cb2 r̃bcṼcb!

1gbdr̃dd1gbcr̃cc2gabr̃bb1gbar̃aa , ~A3!

ṙ̃aa52
i

\
~Ṽadr̃da2 r̃adṼda1Ṽacr̃ca2 r̃acṼca!1gadr̃dd

1gacr̃cc1gabr̃bb2gbar̃aa , ~A4!

ṙ̃da52
i

\
~H0,ddr̃da2 r̃daH0,aa!2

i

\
~2 r̃ddṼda2 r̃dcṼca

1Ṽdbr̃ba1Ṽdar̃aa!2
1

2
~gad1gbd1gcd1gba!r̃da ,

~A5!

ṙ̃db52
i

\
~H0,ddr̃db2 r̃dbH0,bb!2

i

\
~2 r̃ddṼdb2 r̃dcṼcb

1Ṽdar̃ab1Ṽdbr̃bb!2
1

2
~gad1gbd1gcd1gab!r̃db ,

~A6!

ṙ̃ca52
i

\
~H0,ccr̃ca2 r̃caH0,aa!2

i

\
~2 r̃cdṼda2 r̃ccṼca

1Ṽcar̃aa1Ṽcbr̃ba!2
1

2
~gac1gbc1gdc1gba!r̃ca ,

~A7!

ṙ̃cb52
i

\
~H0,ccr̃cb2 r̃cbH0,bb!2

i

\
~2 r̃cdṼdb2 r̃ccṼcb

1Ṽcar̃ab1Ṽcbr̃bb!2
1

2
~gac1gbc1gdc1gab!r̃cb ,

~A8!
2-7
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ṙ̃dc52
i

\
~H0,ddr̃dc2 r̃dcH0,cc!

2
i

\
~Ṽdar̃ac2 r̃caṼac1Ṽdbr̃bc2 r̃dbṼbc!

2
1

2
~gad1gbd1gcd1gac1gbc1gdc!r̃dc , ~A9!
ste

lo

y

o

ys

ys

ur

lly

01250
ṙ̃ab52
i

\
~H0,aar̃ab2 r̃abH0,bb!2

i

\
~Ṽadr̃db2 r̃adṼdb

1Ṽacr̃cb2 r̃acṼcb!2
1

2
~gba1gab!r̃ab , ~A10!

and ṙ̃ i j 5 ṙ̃ j i* . H0,i j 5\v i j , Ṽi j is as defined in Eqs.~3!, and
g i j is the population decay rate from levelu j & to u i &.
n,

n-

ys.
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